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From Reader Review Tangled Webs for online ebook

Emily says

In this one, we finally get to meet the youngest MacGregor! In this conclusion to the Men of Valor series,
Hannon takes a break from her usually fast-paced suspense to slow things down just a tad. This one is more
romance-and-character-centric. In a rare move, the mystery doesn't really start until the book does, meaning,
we see the villain's motivations BEFORE we see the crime. Generally it's the other way 'round, and I have to
say that I enjoyed seeing it done this way.
The small town and woodsy feel were well done, and the characters were well developed.
So, why 4 stars? Wellllll...a couple of scenes felt very rinse-and-repeat (a lot of focus on food, which I don't
usually mind, but it was even the same foods at times), AND. I'm ready to see the word "java" take a
backseat. I guess I've read too many Hannons lately or something, but that word is on my bad list. It's
overused, and overtired. I get it, they need caffeine. But, please, for the love of everything, can we just call it
coffee?

Sarita says

Irene Hannon had me finishing a book in 4 days which hasn't happened in months!

I really enjoyed the plot of the suspense/mystery. The villains was not as creepy as in her previous books, but
they represented people we may meet/know who makes decisions based on difficult circumstances and
spirals from there. This was a prefect example of the verse to flee from temptation once it appears. As soon
as you give in to one small temptation, it just escalates until you find yourself in a dire circumstance. I also
enjoyed the twist at the end where the hero was not who you expect it would be as per normal Irene Hannon
books - I didn't see that coming.

I loved the characters and their interaction, especially Finn's brothers and how they relate to each other. The
romance was fast but not insta-love since the relationship did develop over a period of a month and then for a
few months after.

This book can be read as a stand alone, however, reading it in order might give you a better understanding of
the brothers' relationship as well as Finn's injury.

Recommended for fans of romantic suspense, and authors of Dani Pettrey, Terri Blackstock, Lynette Eason,
Colleen Coble and Dee Henderson.

Dawn says

My Thoughts:
I was so excited to read this book. It's the final one in the series, and I've enjoyed seeing Finn as a minor
character in the first two books. To actually be able to read his story and see him have his happily ever after
was quite fun.



I read this book pretty quickly. The plot drew me in in the first few pages and kept me turning pages until the
very end. I really think that I like the author's romantic suspense books better than her contemporary
romance ones.

As for the characters, I wanted to see how Finn was going to overcome the injury he'd suffered earlier in the
series. I loved reconnecting with Mac and Lance. I loved how protective of Dana that Finn was. I also
enjoyed seeing their banter back and forth as they fell in love.

I received this book for free as part of Revell's Revell Reads blogging program. I was not required to like the
book, only to share my honest opinion. My thoughts and opinions are my own.

Recommended to fans of Dani Pettrey, Irene Hannon, Dee Henderson, Lynette Eason

Rating - 4 stars

Rachel says

Finn McGregor is the youngest of three brothers and the last to leave his Special Forces career. I loved the
other two but I think I liked Finn best of all. He's struggling with PTSD and an injured leg. But that doesn't
keep him from going into knight-in-shining-armor mode when he hears the terrified screams coming from
his neighbors house. And that's just the beginning of the newest fast paced suspense story from the talented
Irene Hannon.

Finn's neighbor, Dana, is recovering from some trauma of her own and despite the way they meet, she
quickly falls under the spell of this wounded warrior. When he makes excuses to come around she gladly lets
him. As disquieting incidents around her escalate, Dana relies more and more on Finn to help keep her safe
and figure out what is going on. I loved the growing relationship between these two and the fact that they are
honest with each other, which keeps them from the misunderstandings that plague a lot of relationships.

The suspense in this book is less than some I've read by this author but I still liked the way it was handled.
You know who the bad guys are early on but I like the way she portrays the Chief and the struggle that he is
going through. What would it take to make you so desperate that you'd do something criminal? And would it
turn you into a cold-blooded killer or would you still have enough conscience to do the right thing in the
end? Two different men - two different outcomes? Interesting.

I liked the secluded lake setting (more suspenseful) and the small town vibe with the sweet know-it-all owner
of the town cafe. I also liked the inclusion of the other two McGregor brothers in part of the book and that
you get a glimpse of the continuation of their relationships. All in all , a very well written suspense book that
will keep your attention and leave you satisfied and looking forward to her next series!

*Thanks to Revell Books for a complimentary copy of this book. I was not paid or required to write a
positive review and all opinions stated are my own.*



Laura says

TANGLED WEBS is the third book in Ms. Hannon's Men of Valor series, but it easily stands alone. Fans
will want to read Thin Ice and Buried Secrets so they don't miss a minute of the suspenseful series.

TANGLED WEBS is different than the usual run-of-the-mill suspense formula in that you knew who-dun-it
and you know why, but you don't know how it will all play out. I had to keep reading to see if Finn and Dana
would put the pieces together and solve it and how.

The story was a calm, quiet suspense. There were only a couple attacks, but it was more messing with the
mind. I sympathized with the characters--all of them. I loved the waitress at the restaurant who saw it all...

If you haven't read TANGLED WEBS grab your copy now.

I got a copy free. All opinions are my own.

Trixi says

I enjoyed how the author builds up the suspense in this novel! It’s not one of those that start off with a bang
and keep you going till the end; instead it starts out with a sense of peace that quickly accelerates into an
action-packed thrill ride and entangles you in its sticky web!

I loved Finn’s character and getting to know the third and youngest brother in this series. Ex-Army Ranger
injured overseas, he retreats to a secluded cabin in the woods to clear his head and heal. What he didn’t count
on was a beautifully distracting neighbor! Having just lost her grandpa, Dana also decides to leave behind
the big city & stay in her grandpa’s cabin to heal. What quickly ensues is two people bonding together with
similar hurts helping each other find their way again. But trouble comes soon enough in a form the reader
never expects! As the danger quickly escalates, they work together to stay one step ahead.

I had a hard time putting this one down. This authors style of writing ensnares you so thoroughly, you will
find yourself forgoing anything else just to turn the pages faster! It quickly builds up until the fast and
furious ending. And though the reader knows who the culprits are, it just adds to the mystery and suspense.
A believable masterpiece that could almost be ripped from today’s newspaper!

*Thank you NetGalley for providing me a copy of this story. All opinions expressed here are strictly my
own*

Madison says

From first reading an excerpt of this book I knew it was going to provide some fireworks, both in the action
and romance departments. I was not wrong. The book starts with Finn McGregor rushing to the aid of a
screaming woman, deep in forest at night. And it only gets more exciting from there.



I loved returning once again to the lives of the McGregor brothers. This time Finn is our hero. He is just as
upstanding, courteous, handsome and worthy of the title hero as his two older brother are. But Finn's also got
some heavy burdens he carries after his time as an Army Ranger. He expects solitude and peace during his
time at the cabin tucked away in national forest, maybe even boredom. He doesn't expect to find a gorgeous
woman living in the neighbouring cabin. Dana, too, is looking for peace and solitude. But when vandals start
damaging her remote property it helps to know Finn is nearby, especially as vandalism is only the beginning.

I love Irene Hannon's mystery-thrillers as much as her contemporary novels. I love how she weaves strong
romance with family dynamics and action, all the while keeping me on edge and looking over my shoulder.
My fingernails suffer, but the rest of me loves it.

Once again I found an engaging dynamic between our lead characters, Finn and Dana. Both have suffered
serious trauma and both find a simple comfort in shared friendship. And their developing relationship and
chemistry offers plenty of heat.

As is the case with many of Hannon's mysteries, the reader is in on who the bad guy is, but that doesn't make
the book any less engaging as the tension ramps up and the situation gets dangerous.

And of course the two elder McGregor brothers make an appearance. It's especially amusing watching Mac
and Lance teasing and bossing Finn around, demonstrating their love through gruff banter. It's also lovely to
catch a glimpse into the continuation of their love stories. I am sad to be at the end of this exciting Men of
Valor series. Each book could be read as a standalone or in any order, though I think it would be most
enjoyable to simply read them all, starting with Buried Secrets (my favourite of the series and the first book).

But I'm not too sad, because while this may be the end of the Men of Valor series, Irene Hannon has plenty
in store for her readers. My copy of Tangled Webs included both a note about an upcoming new series
entitled Code of Honor and an excerpt from Sandpiper Cove, the third book in the Summer Harbor series.
I'm very much looking forward to both.

The publishers provided a complimentary copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

Find more reviews on my blog Madison's Library.

Brittany says

This was a great book! It was so nice to read Finn’s story. Tangled Webs is the third book in the Men of
Valor series, and Finn’s older brothers from books one and two do enter the novel a few times. But no need
to worry if you haven’t read the first two books. Tangled Webs can be read as a stand alone.

I really liked these two main characters. Finn and Dana were fun to read about right from the start. They
were both characters who could read a situation and know when not to push farther. They both also had
things that were traumatic in their pasts which they had to work on opening up about. I just loved the way
their relationship developed and watching as they grew closer to each other with every passing day.

The “villains” were believable. I thought the author did an excellent job of showing the situations that these
people were in and what brought them to the point in life they felt that their actions were necessary.



I received a complimentary copy of this book. All opinions are my own.

You can read this review on my blog at:
https://brittreadsfiction.wordpress.c...

Dawn says

A heartfelt story with new beginnings and both happy and unhappy endings.

Finn and Dana met when he heard her scream through the forest one night. Thinking she was in trouble, he
used his ranger skills to direct him to where she was and because he thought she was being harmed he
silently broke into her home to help her.

Finn is taking a break in a friend's cabin to try to figure out what to do with life post Army Ranger days.
Dana has inherited her pops cabin after he passed away and is taking a break from the big city after a life
altering event has happened.

When they find each other they find more than just a new person to know and Dana is giving Finn a new
outlook on life.

Tied into this story is another death and a sheriff who has to make a decision as to whether to remain faithful
to his beliefs or take the easy way out.

While everyone is working hard at their own things it's easy to get caught up in each other's lives.

I enjoyed this book, as I do all if Ms. Hannon's books. I think you will too.

I received this ARC in exchange for an honest review.

Caitlyn Santi says

Irene Hannon was the author that introduced me to Christian romantic suspense and I have been a huge fan
of her books ever since I first read Fatal Judgment four years ago! I have read every single one of her
suspense books to date and loved them all!
I was really looking forward to getting to know Finn (We had only briefly met him in the first two books.)
and he turned out to be every bit the awesome hero that I knew he would be! Needles to say I was eagerly
anticipating Tangled Webs and I was most definitely not disappointed.
Finn was an awesome character (And in my opinion totally swoon worthy, he just may be my favorite of the
three McGregor brothers!) and so was Dana, I really admired her bravery and determination (Without
spoiling anything I will just say that her back story was one of the most unique ones that I have ever seen in a
book!) and I thought it was really neat that she was a book editor. I loved that the setting of this book was a
fairly isolated cabin on a lake and that the story bounced between there and the center of a small town, I
especially loved Hazel at the Walleye diner and Lynette, the police department office manager!
The suspense was crazy and reminded me (As if I really needed to be reminded!) of why I love Irene
Hannon's books so much! I couldn't put the book down, as evidenced by the fact that I finished it in under



twenty four hours!
I don't want to risk spoiling anything but I do want to say that I found it super cool how Irene kind of turned
her signature climax formula on its head a bit with this one, one of the things I love most about Irene's books
are the climaxes and while every one of them is equally fantastic, it was surprising and awesome to see
things done a bit differently than usual!
Overall, this book was totally awesome, one of Irene's best yet! And I loved every minute I spent reading it!
This is definitely yet another Irene Hannon book that will have a permanent spot on my keeper shelf and I
definitely anticipate re-reading it in the future!
I highly recommend Tangled Webs and cannot wait to read the first book in Irene's next suspense series,
Code of Honor when it releases next Fall!

I was honored to receive a review copy of this amazing book from Revell publishers in exchange for my
honest review

Staci says

In this final book of the Men of Valor series, we get to spend time with the youngest brother: Finn. Finn has
PTSD and is spending a few weeks at an isolated cabin in Mark Twain Forest. His closest neighbor is Dana.
Sparks are soon flying between them.

As in other Hannon novels, the villain is revealed early on. What I liked the most about this novel was the
character of the police chief. He was in a difficult situation and going through his decisions and
consequences was rewarding. What would we do if in his shoes?

I received a complimentary copy of this novel from Rel of Relz Reviews and Publisher Revell. I was not
required to post a review and the opinions expressed are my own.

Melanie says

Tangled Webs, the final book in Irene Hannon's Men of Valor series, was a very good romantic suspense. I
liked the setting and the opening scene was crazy (I could really feel for the heroine, because it would be
frightful for that to happen to someone).

The romance was sweet. I think because both characters were dealing with things, it made it even more
romantic to see them start to fall for each other. The ending was also intense.

All in all, I loved this book. It was a phenomenal ending to the series and I can't wait to read Hannon's next
suspense! I definitely recommend these books.

*I received a complimentary copy of this book for my honest review. I was not required to write a positive
review, only my honest opinion, which I've done.*



Melissa says

This was a very good read. Well written and a little tamer than most of Irene's suspense novels which
actually was kind of nice especially with how far her last book before this went. The premise was quite
interesting and the characters of Finn and Dana were very likable. You can't miss with a suspense from
Irene!

Hannah says

An excellent mystery. While I wouldn't class it as a "heart-stopping thriller" as the synopsis does, I really
enjoyed how different the whole set-up was. The villain/s were hard to predict, since the characterization was
novel. (Hard to say what I mean with no spoilers!) I knew things were building to a crisis, but was not sure
which way it would possibly fall in the end.

I really enjoyed Finn and Dana as a couple and loved the glimpses of his brothers, stars of the previous two
books. While it's more fun to read the books in order, and this gives a few spoilers of the earlier books in the
sense of who ends up with who, it otherwise stands fully on its own.

Content: nothing gory or claustrophobic...

Christianity: church attendance and a few prayers

Michelle says

I have really enjoyed Irene Hannon's suspense novels. This is the last book in her Men of Valor series. While
it is not important to read the books in order they are all pretty good reads. This book had a few different
characters, at times it took me a minute to figure out who I was reading about. I'll be honest in saying the
suspense was lacking a bit in this story line. The romance seemed rushed so that kind of irritated me right
off. I ended up liking the characters but the overall flow of things romance and suspense just didn't work as
well for me. Hannon has talent in her writing this just wasn't my favorite book by her.
If you are a fan of hers you will probably want to pick up this book.

"I received this book from Revell for free in exchange for an honest review."


